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Abstract: The shingled magnetic recording (SMR) with exchange coupled composite (ECC) media is
a feasible method to achieve the areal density of multi-Tera-bit/in2. However, a rounded corner is
inevitable due to deviations from the fabrication process of a shingled writer. The rounded corner
is modeled and characterized by two parameters: the rounded angle (θ) and the corner length (L).
This paper investigates the influence of the rounded corner effect on the field distribution, writing
capability, bit error rate (BER), and erase band width (EBW) of SMR. The analysis suggests that an
optimized structure of rounded corner can increase the write field gradient and reduce the stray field
to avoid adjacent track encroachment. The results show that if the shingled rounded corner writer
with θ = 40◦ and L = 3 nm is elaborately constructed, the write field gradient can attain a peak value
of 552 Oe/nm, and the write performance of the recording system can be improved.

Keywords: shingled magnetic recording; rounded corner effect; erase band width; exchange coupled
composite media

1. Introduction

When magnetic recording storage reaches ultra-high areal density, the recording
media requires a larger anisotropy energy density (due to the smaller volume of each
grain) to maintain thermal stability, and the writability needs to be enhanced to reverse
the recording grain with a high anisotropy energy barrier, one of the feasible methods is
to apply a shingled magnetic recording with ECC media [1–3]. The shingled magnetic
recording technology has been applied in the manufacture of commercial hard drives.
Currently Western Digital and Seagate companies have both launched the commercial hard
drives based on shingled magnetic recording technology. Compared with conventional
media, ECC media greatly decreases the switching field while maintaining almost the same
thermal stability [4]. Composite media consists of a hard/soft magnetic bilayer structure,
the hard layer with high anisotropy providing thermal stability while the soft layer with low
anisotropy helps to switch the hard layer during the writing process, and it works through
the quantum mechanical exchange coupling among magnetic layers [5–8]. Meanwhile, it is
known that shingled magnetic recording utilizes the pole tip with a relatively large write
corner to switch recording bits, thus the write corner plays an important role in the write
performance. However, the rounded corner is inevitable in the manufacturing process
for the main pole of a shingled writer [2]. The write performances of a rotated single
sense head and normally oriented single head with two-dimensional magnetic recording
systems were investigated [9]. The multi-track detection scheme with a two-dimensional
hybrid equalizer was developed to mitigate the impact of inter-track interference and media
noise on the bit error rate performance [10]. The four-reader array detection architecture
was proposed to recover the shingled recording data [11]. The novel read channel was
modeled to capture the effects of inter-track and inter-symbol interference, and the neural
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network block predictor was presented to recover the recording information [12]. This
research studies the effect of a shingled rounded corner writer on the write performance of
SMR, which provides a guiding role on improving the writer design to reduce the erase
band width.

Figure 1a shows the 3D model of a shielded shingled rounded corner writer. Figure 1b
shows the rounded corner from the air-bearing surface (ABS) view. As shown in Figure 1c,
the rounded corner is characterized by two parameters in the model of a shingled rounded
corner writer: the rounded angle (θ) and corner length (L). The study indicates that during
the writing process, the influence of a rounded corner causes the fluctuation of head
field distribution around the write corner. Different structures of rounded corners cause
variations of field gradients along the cross-track direction, which may lead to adjacent
track erasure (ATE).
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Figure 1. (a) 3-D Model of shingled rounded corner writer; (b) Pole tip from ABS view. The main
pole is half-wrapped around by shield; (c) Illustration of the rounded corner writer. The writer is
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This paper explores the impact of rounded corner writer design on the write perfor-
mance of SMR with ECC media. First, the effect of writer structure on the write performance
was investigated to reach a trade-off between adequate writability and field gradient. Specif-
ically, the influence of the rounded corner effect on the write performance was evaluated by
considering the variation of the write field gradient, the write-in error rate, and the erase
band noise. Additionally, the EBWs of single-phase and ECC media were also studied and
compared using the proposed EBW calculation method [13]. Furthermore, the influence
of shield gap on the EBW was also discussed in this paper. Such an optimized shingled
writer structure with a rounded corner was found to increase the field gradient and avoid
the stray field-induced track erasure, which improves the write performance.
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2. Model Parameters and Methodology
2.1. Design of Trapezoidal Shingled Writer

The experimental model applies the frequently used trapezoidal shingled writer to
investigate the rounded corner effect. The shingled writer consists of a tapered pole
tip, return yoke, half wrap-around shield, and soft magnetic underlayer (SUL) which
functions as a mirror for the shingled writer to increase the field gradient. The finite
element micromagnetic method (FEM) is introduced to mesh the shingled writer into
tetrahedral elements [14], and the edge length of pole tip part is 1 nm, which is sufficient to
emulate the relaxation process of the magnetic writer. The height of the pole tip is 80 nm.
The write corner angle (α) and tip tapered angle are set as 78◦ and 45◦, respectively. The
height of the half wrapped-around shield is 15 nm and the shield tapered angle is 30◦. The
width of the narrow end (Ts) and the length (TL) of the pole tip (shown in Figure 1b) are set
as 14 nm and 34 nm, respectively. The writer-media spacing is maintained at 5 nm. During
simulation, the shingled rounded corner writer with various rounded angles (θ), corner
lengths (L), and shield gaps (SG) are designed to analyze the effect of the rounded corner
on the write performance. The detailed structure of the shingled writer was discussed in
our previous work [13].

The magnetic parameters of the shingled writer are set as follows according to [13,15]:
the saturation magnetization (Ms), exchange coupling constant and anisotropy constants
(Ku) of the main pole are 1910 emu/cm3, 1.0 × 10−6 erg/cm and 3 × 104 erg/cm3, re-
spectively. The shield is half wrapped around to produce a steeper field gradient in the
cross-track direction. The Ms of shield is 800 emu/cm3, the exchange coupling, and Ku are
the same as the shingled writer. The damping factor is 0.1 for the recording simulation.
The width of the tip broad end (Tw) is varied to obtain reasonable writing capability of the
shingled writer.

Figure 2 shows the effective write field and field gradient as a function of the width
of the tip broad end (Tw) without a rounded corner. As illustrated, the effective write
field increases as the width becomes longer, but it reaches a comparatively large value and
grows slowly if the width exceeds about 48 nm. The effective write field does not grow
unrestricted with the increasing width. This is because the effective write field is mainly
determined by the writing corner in the SMR system, and when the width is larger than
a certain value (i.e., 50 nm in our simulation), the newly added portion of the pole tip is
further away from the writing corner, which makes the impact of the write field negligible.
The write field gradient peaks at the width of 40 nm, which avoids ATE and reduces the
bit error rate of adjacent tracks. In this situation (Tw = 40 nm), the effective write field is
17.6 kOe and the maximum field gradient is 470 Oe/nm.
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2.2. Magnetic Configuration of ECC Media

Compared with the conventional perpendicular media, the ECC media effectively
decreases the switching field without a loss in thermal stability. The ECC media structure
increases the writability for the shingled writer, which reaches a trade-off between adequate
write field and manufacture of the shingled writer. The ECC media is modeled from Voronoi
grains with an average diameter of 5 nm, targeting an areal density of 20 T grains per
square inch. Each grain consists of a two-layer composite structure, the top layer is the soft
magnetic layer, and the bottom layer is the hard magnetic layer. The thickness of the seed
layer between the two-layer composite structures is 2 nm.

The average relaxation time τ is calculated as a function of the energy barrier ∆E of
ECC magnetic grain according to the Neel–Arrhenius equation [4].

1/τ = f0e−∆E/kBT (1)

where kB is Boltzmann constant, T is working temperature (T = 350 K), and the thermal
attempt frequency f 0 of two spin model for composite media is set as 1.3 × 1012 Hz for
ultra-high recording density [4]. Here, the thermal stability factor (∆E/kBT) is set as 60,
aiming at the relaxation time of more than 10 years in the working environment. The energy
barrier (∆E) as mentioned in [16] is given by

∆E = (Kh
uVh + Ks

uVs)(1− H
Hsw

)
γ

(2)

where Ku is the anisotropy constant of soft (index s) and hard (index h) layers, V is the
volume, H is the writer field and Hsw is the switching field, γ equals 1.5.

In the micromagnetic simulation, L10-FePt is used for the hard layer of ECC media due
to its high magnetocrystalline anisotropy which could provide sufficient thermal stability [17],
and [Co/Ni]5 is chosen as the soft layer materials, which helps to overcome the limitation
of the current magnetic writing field. The magnetic parameters are set as follows according
to [13,18,19]: Ku are set as KFePt = 1.61 × 107 erg/cm3 and K[Co/Ni]5 = 2.5 × 106 erg/cm3,
while the thicknesses of hard and soft layers are set to 6 nm and 4 nm to keep ∆E = 60kBT,
respectively. Ms is set to MFePt = 500 emu/cm3 and M[Co/Ni]5 = 750 emu/cm3. The exchange
coupling constants are set as AFePt = 1.2 × 10−6 erg/cm and A[Co/Ni]5 = 1.0 × 10−6 erg/cm;
the interlayer exchange coupling constant Aex between hard and soft phases is assumed to be
1.1 × 10−6 erg/cm. The switching field of FePt(6 nm)/[Co/Ni]5(4 nm) is 16.44 kOe according
to our simulation.

The erase band width is not only determined by the write field, but also by the
media geometric, magnetic properties, etc. The EBW calculation is applied to continuous
magnetic recording media for evaluating the erase band noise. The EBW calculation method
provides a fast evaluation criterion for the write performance, which can account for the
effects of the rounded corner and adjacent track erasure. For comparison, the EBW as a
function of skew angle is investigated for the single-phase media [Co/Ni]5(10 nm) and
ECC media FePt(6 nm)/[Co/Ni]5(4 nm) with the same thickness. As illustrated in Figure 3,
the minimum and maximum EBW of FePt/[Co/Ni]5 are 8.1 nm and 15.8 nm, respectively.
In contrast, the EBW of ECC media is far superior to the corresponding EBW of 54.8 nm
and 55.5 nm for the single-phase media [Co/Ni]5. Meanwhile, the EBW of the single-phase
media varies insignificantly with the increase of skew angle. Because the switching field
of [Co/Ni]5 (about 6.8 kOe) is much smaller than that of FePt/[Co/Ni]5 with the same
thickness. The corresponding recording position is far away from the shingled writer,
where the skew effect becomes insignificant.
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2.3. Combined Write-In Error Probability

The combined write-in error probability (Pwrite-in) is one of the evaluation criteria for
the write performance. The Pwrite-in is defined as the rate that the adjacent track bit is erased
(Perasure) and the current recording bit is not reversed (Precording_bit) when writing the current
bit, which can be expressed by

Pwrite−in = 1− (1− Perasure)× (1− Precording_bit) (3)

Assuming that the statistical deviation is Gaussian distribution, the Perasure and Precording_bit
are given according to [13,20].

Perasure = 0.5× (1− er f (
Hsw − Hmax_ATE

σH
√

2
)) (4)

Precording_bit = 0.5× (1− er f (
Hrecording − Hsw

σH ′
√

2
)) (5)

where Hsw is the switching field of recording media, Hmax_ATE is the stray field of adjacent
bit, Hrecording is the writing field strength, σH, σH

′ are the combined field variance of the
adjacent bit and recording bit, respectively. The recording noise is mainly caused by three
aspects, including: (1) writer synchronization, (2) intrinsic switching field distribution and
demagnetizing field from the neighboring grains, and (3) cell spacing or size deviation.
When the shingled writer moves across the recording bits along the down track direction
and switches the media polarity, the adjacent track’s bits could be potentially erased
by the stray field. The combined field variance consists of 5% writer synchronization
variance (σtime), 3.5% grain anisotropy field distribution and demagnetizing field from
neighboring grains (σsw), and 15% grain size deviation (σjitter). Considering the recording
noise discussed above, σH and σH

′ can be obtained by the quadratic sum of the three
field variances.

The switching field of the recording media (Hsw) is a critical factor affecting the BER. It
needs to be ensured that Hsw is much smaller than the writing field (Hrecording) to reverse the
recording bit with a high possibility, and larger than the maximum adjacent track erasure
field (Hmax_ATE) to avoid the potential reverse of adjacent bits. Figure 4 shows how the
switching field affects the write performance. As illustrated, the combined write-in error
probability (Pwrite-in) is sensitive to the switching field. A small dispersion of Hsw can lead
to an abrupt change in BER. As mentioned in Equation (3), the smaller Hsw makes the
recording bit be reversed more easily, and increases the erasure possibility of the adjacent
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track bit. The Perasure drops sharply along with the increase of Hsw when Hsw is smaller than
16.44 kOe, so the Pwrite-in declines as well. In contrast, because the Precording_bit increases
rapidly along with the increase of Hsw when Hsw is larger than 16.44 kOe, the Pwrite-in
increases correspondingly. The results show that proper Hsw is significant to guarantee
the writing capability of the shingled writer, and simultaneously the media polarity can
avoid being potentially switched by the stray field at the same write window. Therefore,
L10-FePt(6 nm)/[Co/Ni]5(4 nm) (Hsw = 16.44 kOe) is adopted as an appropriate ECC media
to calculate EBW and the combined write-in error rate.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. The Rounded Corner

The rounded corner writer is modeled as shown in Figure 1c. The shape of the rounded
corner is characterized by the rounded angle (θ) and corner length (L). The rounded corner
greatly influences the field distribution of the shingled writer and also changes the field
gradient at the writing corner. A tiny loss of the tapered structure caused by manufacturing
deviation may have little influence on the edge field to recording bit, but it could cause
the fluctuation of the stray field and thus lead to adjacent track erasure. Therefore, the
parameter θ and L are varied to generate different rounded corner structures to analyze
their impact on the write performance of the recording system.

The tip broad end width of the shingled writer is fixed as 40 nm according to Figure 2.
θ is ranged from 10◦ to 50◦, and L varies from 1 nm to 6 nm to construct different rounded
corner shapes. The write field gradient changes with different θ and L, which is shown in
Figure 5. As illustrated, the shingled rounded corner writer can attain the maximum field
gradient when L is 3 nm, and the field gradient peaks when the rounded angle is 40◦ for all
corner length cases. The larger field gradient results in a larger field margin, which is the
difference between the write field of recording cells and the erasing field of adjacent track
erasure cells. As a result, the peak of field gradient is about 552 Oe/nm (with θ = 40◦ and
L = 3 nm). In this case, the field margin is the largest, which helps to reduce the possibility
of erasing neighboring cells and avoiding adjacent track encroachment. It is worth noting
that a larger field gradient results in a smaller ATE field, which is most affected by the
writer stray field and determines the bit error rate of the adjacent track. Thus, the maximum
field gradient in cross-track direction is calculated to avoid track erasure and attain a better
write performance.
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Figure 6 shows the combined write-in error probability versus different rounded
corner cases. As illustrated, a moderate corner length (L = 3 nm) is recommended to
achieve a satisfactory system BER. Furthermore, a relatively large rounded angle (θ = 40◦) is
helpful to achieve the lowest combined write-in error rate. According to the calculation, the
combined write-in error rate of L = 3 reduces by 31% compared with that of L = 1 nm when
θ = 40◦. The recording system achieves the best write performance at θ = 40◦ and L = 3 nm
with the combined write-in error rate of 3.9 × 10−4. Meanwhile, the BER of the recording
cell and the adjacent cell are Precording_bit = 1.4 × 10−4, Perasure = 2.5 × 10−4, respectively.
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Figure 7 compares the skew angular dependence of EBW between a normal shingled
writer and a rounded corner writer (θ = 40◦ and L = 3 nm). The results show that the EBW
increases with the skew angle, and the EBW of the rounded corner writer is smaller than the
normal writer when the skew angle increases from −20◦ to 8◦, because the effective write
field with a rounded corner is slightly smaller than the normal writer. Meanwhile the write
field gradient with rounded corner decreases more sharply than the normal writer when
the skew angle is greater than 8◦, which brings a severer fringing field, and correspondingly
the EBW of the rounded corner writer increases more sharply.
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3.2. The Shield Gap

The shield is usually used to increase the field gradient, which also affects EBW. The
shield gap (SG) is an important structure parameter of the writer design for the write
performance. In the simulations, the corresponding EBW changes as a function of SG
increase from 5 nm to 30 nm are shown in Figure 8. It is observed that EBW decreases from
the initially 7.9 nm to its minimum value of 6.9 nm as SG increases from 6 nm to 10 nm, and
then the EBW increases sharply when SG further increases. However, when SG is larger
than 25 nm, the EBW increases slowly because the shielding effect is rather weakened.
This indicates that overlarge SG damages the field gradient, while excessively small SG
greatly decreases the effective write field, which are both detrimental to improving the
track density and the write performance. Hence, a half wrap-around shield with a proper
shield gap similar to the track pitch should be advantageous to reduce the erase band noise
and ATE.
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4. Conclusions

This paper explored the rounded corner effect on the write performance of the shingled
magnetic recording system with ECC media, targeting the areal density of 20T grains/in2.
The rounded corner is modeled for various structures and characterized by two parameters:
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rounded angle and corner length. The field gradient at the writing corner is analyzed
for various structures of the rounded corner. The combined write-in error rate and EBW
are taken into consideration to evaluate the performance of the recording system. The
recording system achieves the best write performance at θ = 40◦ and L = 3 nm with a
combined write-in error rate of 3.9 × 10−4. The EBW increases with the skew angle, and
the EBW of the rounded corner writer is smaller than a normal writer when the skew
angle increases from −20◦ to 8◦. To maintain a large write field gradient, a skew angle
no more than 8◦ is suggested. The recording system can avoid track erasure induced by
shingled stray field and narrower tracks, hence achieving a higher track density of shingled
magnetic recording.
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